
 
 
In every ordinary home sound is found all around 
 
MC Building, Inc. continues its endeavors to build with a healthy tilt 
Attempting to include valuable innovations to the hilt 
 
A home should be secured from outside loud noise to revel in quiet within its walls and all  
The interior spaces will also appreciate quiet sound from other interior places 
 
Quiet is a preferred building quality essential for enjoying a healthy home 
The impact of unwanted loud sound can develop some health concerns. 
No person is poised to absorb loud noise.  
 
We seek Acoustic Comfort by eliminating unnecessary sound transmission 
By discovering and building with products that provide such protection  
Creating an environment pertinent to maintaining good health 
Which is potential motivation to achieve more wealth 
So you can clearly hear your minds important thoughts    
 
Sound is pleasing but unwanted sound is NOISE.    
 
There are many joys related to less noise 
And the benefits of controlling sound are: 
Savoring tranquility 
Encountering less stress 
Possessing and relishing well-being  
Receiving an endless relaxing feeling 
Enriched periods of deep sleep 
You’ll never fear what you hear 
 
Thrilling waves of loud sounds are acceptable…translating to tons of entertainment 
In your fun filled arcade located in your fully furnished basement  
Including your spectacular Home Theater establishment 
 
We love designing spaces meant to prevent cheery loud sound from penetrating all around   (the house) 
The fully furnished basement is dedicated to feature an arcade of Toys  
Where all the available activity creates joyful noise   
And permits men to be boys 
Again…….and also with their entire family and friends 
To anticipate fun where it’s allowed to be loud and proud   
 
The loud sounds are effectively bound   
And controlled in the fully furnished basement 
Including our extraordinary home theater statement 
By means of all our Acoustic Comfort developments  
 
You can hear the beauty of sound and silence in our homes 


